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Abstract: 
The objective of this transportation pooled fund study was to carry out a field demonstration of the Traffic Speed Deflectometer 
(TSD) and present an approach of how the results of TSD testing could be implemented within a pavement management system 
(PMS). This report summarizes the results of this field demonstration effort in Virginia. Specifically this report 1) describes the 
TSD and its measurement approach, 2) presents the structural condition of the tested roads as part of the demonstration, 3) 
evaluates the repeatability of the TSD on two sections, 4) compares TSD measurement Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), 5) 
compares TSD structural condition with information obtained from the PMS, 6) shows how the information obtained from the 
TSD can be used from a simple relative ranking of the pavement structural condition to more elaborate approaches that calculate 
different indices (e.g. SCI300, effective structural number (SNeff), tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer), and 7) shows 
how the TSD measurements can be incorporated into a PMS decision process. 
A companion report summarizes the results from transportation pooled fund study in all nine states.  The companion report also 
contains information on interpreting files associated with TSD data, data processing method used in the study and Profilograph 
program to view the TSD data. 
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FIELD DEMONSTRATION OF THE TSD IN VIRGINIA 

Samer Katicha1, Gerardo Flintsch1, Shivesh Shrestha1, and Senthilmurugan Thyagarajan2 

INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the results of the Traffic Speed Deflectometer (TSD) demonstration 
performed in Virginia from June 15 to June 17, 2015, and how the results of the TSD testing can 
be implemented into the Virginia Pavement Management System (PMS). The focus in this report 
is on practical implementation of the TSD for production testing on flexible pavement sections 
with unbound bases (for an investigation that is more focused on accuracy and repeatability, Rada 
et al. 2016 and Flintsch et al. 2013 are recommended along with the references therein). As the 
research effort described in this report is part of a pooled fund study with nine state highway 
agencies participating, a separate report that highlights the results from the overall research effort 
was prepared and distributed to the nine participating states and will be posted to the pooled fund 
website. The focus of this report is on the results of tests performed in Virginia and on answering 
the following important questions: 

1. What is the TSD and what does it measure? The TSD data collection method and 
recorded measurements are different from those of the more familiar Falling Weight 
Deflectometer (FWD). The TSD is a continuously moving device that measures the 
instantaneous pavement vertical velocity under a moving load, whereas the FWD is a 
stationary device that measures the time history of the pavement’s vertical velocity or 
acceleration at each sensor. The TSD reports instantaneous deflection slopes, while the 
FWD reports maximum deflections. This report presents the measuring principle of the 
TSD along with how deflection basin indices, including asphalt strain, can be estimated 
from the TSD measurements. The method of Rada et al. (2016) to temperature correct the 
estimated tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer form TSD measurements is also 
presented. 

2. What is the structural condition of the tested roads? This report presents the pavement 
structural condition of the tested roads in terms of the SCI300 surface curvature index  
(SCI) corrected to a reference temperature of 70°F (21.1°C) using the procedure 
developed by Rada et al. (2016). This includes SCI300 box plots of the roads tested, 
typical line plots of SCI300 versus distance, and Google Earth color-coded plots (good, 
fair, and poor). The colors used are green, yellow, and red to represent good, fair, and poor 
structural conditions. The thresholds used to classify the condition are based on the 
estimated remaining fatigue life of the asphalt layer. Using typical default average daily 
truck traffic (ADTT) levels for interstate, primary, and secondary roads, and typical 
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thicknesses (the method can be improved with section specific thickness), sections with an 
estimated remaining fatigue life less than 2 years are considered to have a poor structural 
condition, those with an estimated remaining fatigue life of between 2 and 5 years are 
considered fair, and those with an estimated remaining fatigue life more than 5 years are 
considered good. These thresholds are provided as initial default estimates, and it is 
recommended that each state highway agency adjust the thresholds to best represent their 
pavements and to meet their pavement management needs. 

3. How repeatable are TSD measurements? Repeatability was estimated by comparing 
temperature-corrected SCI300 measurements performed on the same sections.  

4. How do TSD measurements compare with FWD? TSD measurements were compared 
with FWD measurements to determine if the two devices showed similar trends in 
measured values along the tested sections. There are a number of differences between the 
TSD and FWD that lead to the two devices giving different measurement magnitudes. 
Some of the most important differences are (1) the TSD applies a rolling load on the 
pavement, while the FWD applies an impact load on the pavement; (2) the TSD load is 
applied through flexible dual tires but the FWD load is applied through a rigid plate; (3) 
the TSD measurements from all sensors are obtained at the same time whereas the FWD 
measurements are the peak deflections from each sensor, which do not occur at the same 
time (the peaks from sensors farther away from the loaded area occur at a later time 
compared to the peak from sensors closer to the loaded area) and (4) the TSD makes 
continuous measurements and report average values at 10m intervals while FWD 
measurement are made at discrete locations. Other issues that arise when comparing TSD 
and FWD measurements pertain to the fact that the two sets of measurements were 
obtained at different times and different pavement temperatures. Although temperature 
correction can be applied, the correction is based on empirical equations and therefore 
only approximate. For these reasons, the comparison between the two devices in this 
report is limited to comparing trends and evaluating to what extent the two devices 
identified the same weak sections. 

5. How do TSD measurements compare with PMS data? TSD measurements were also 
compared with pavement condition data on interstate roads. Special attention was given to 
comparing the TSD SCI300 with observed pavement fatigue cracking, with the 
comparison showing in general a weak relationship, suggesting TSD measurements 
provide information on the pavement structural condition that cannot be inferred from 
observed surface cracking in particular and more generally observed surface condition. 

6. How can we use the information obtained from TSD measurements? Information 
from TSD measurements can help to better manage pavement sections. The best way to 
use TSD data mostly depends on each agency’s approach to managing its pavement 
sections. In the short term, TSD data can be used to verify and/or adjust the decisions that 
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are largely based on surface condition. TSD measurements can readily be used to obtain a 
relative ranking between different pavement sections or, with the use of appropriate 
thresholds, to identify structurally good, fair, and poor segments. When pavement 
thickness data are available, a more mechanistic approach can be used to estimate tensile 
strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer and a fatigue equation can be used to estimate 
remaining fatigue life. All these approaches are presented in detail in this report. 

7. How can we incorporate TSD measurements into a PMS? The proposed approach to 
incorporate TSD into the PMS (for flexible pavements) consists of classifying the 
pavement structural condition into Good, Fair, and Poor categories based on temperature-
corrected structural indices derived from TSD measurements. Both SCI300 and the 
Deflection Slope Index (DSI) were investigated. The results showed that similar 
conclusions are drawn whether SCI300 or DSI is used; therefore, only the results of 
SCI300 are presented in this report (results with DSI are provided in the Excel files). 
Preliminary thresholds that separate between the Good, Fair, and Poor structural condition 
categories are given in this report based on an estimate of the expected remaining fatigue 
life of the asphalt layer. This expected remaining fatigue life is related to the tensile strain 
at the bottom of the asphalt layer, which in turn is related to the SCI300 (or DSI) using the 
approach developed in Rada et al. (2016). It is recommended that each agency calibrate 
these thresholds based on their own experience and needs. Since the Virginia Department 
of Transportation (VDOT) already use structural condition information for Interstate 
roads, a possible approach to perform the calibration would be to adjust the Good, Fair, 
and Poor thresholds used with the TSD SCI300 so that final treatment decision obtained 
with TSD data match as closely as possible with final treatment decisions obtained with 
FWD data. An illustration of decision process is provided to illustrate how structural 
condition can be used in the PMS. 

Why Measure the Structural Condition of the Pavement? 

Pavement structural capacity has a big effect on the rate of pavement deterioration. In turn, the 
rate of deterioration of pavement sections is used to estimate the time and type of maintenance 
activities in a PMS. Due to (until recently) the relative difficulty of measuring the pavement 
structural condition at the network level, traditional PMS approaches have relied on observation 
of the pavement surface condition to assess rehabilitation needs. However, the pavement surface 
condition does not provide a full picture of the causes of deterioration; it is only the symptom. 
This has been confirmed by a number of studies that showed that the correlation between surface 
condition and structural measurements of pavement response is weak (Flora, 2009; Bryce et al., 
2013) and that the rate of deterioration of pavement sections is affected by the structural condition 
(Katicha et al., 2016). Therefore, the pavement structural condition is an important aspect of 
overall pavement health and one of the driving causes of pavement deterioration. 
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The fact that the structural condition is an important factor alone may not be convincing enough 
for a highway agency to invest the resources to implement the TSD for network-level pavement 
structural assessments. Any such endeavor would first have to be justified from an economic 
perspective that demonstrates that the benefits of incorporating reliable pavement structural 
condition information in pavement management decision making far outweigh the data collection 
costs. The pooled fund study whose results are documented in this report grew from the belief that 
there is enough evidence in the literature that the TSD is a device that could provide valuable 
pavement structural information at relatively lower cost than deploying the FWD at the network 
level (Flintsch et al. 2013; Rada et al., 2016). In that respect, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) initiated the pooled fund project “Demonstration of Network Level Pavement Structural 
Evaluation with Traffic Speed Deflectometer” to assess the feasibility and demonstrate the use of 
the TSD for network-level pavement structural evaluation for use in the participating agencies’ 
pavement management application and decision making. This report summarizes the testing 
performed in the state of Virginia in terms of the research questions presented in the introduction. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 1: WHAT IS THE TSD AND WHAT DOES IT MEASURE? 

The TSD, shown in Figure 1, is an articulated truck with a rear-axle load that can be varied from 
58.7 to 127.6 kN (13,196 to 28,686 lbf) by using sealed lead loads. The TSD has a number of 
Doppler lasers mounted on a servo-hydraulic beam to measure the deflection velocity of a loaded 
pavement. The TSD evaluated in this study used seven Doppler lasers. Six Doppler lasers were 
positioned such that they measure deflection velocity at 100, 200, 300, 600, 900, and 1,500 mm 
(3.9, 7.9, 11.8, 23.6, and 59 inches) in front of the loading axle. The seventh sensor was 
positioned 3,500 mm (11.5 ft) in front of the rear axle, largely outside the deflection bowl, to act 
as a reference laser. The beam on which the lasers are mounted moves up and down in opposition 
to the movement of the trailer in order to keep the lasers at a constant height from the pavement’s 
surface. To prevent thermal distortion of the steel measurement beam, a climate control system 
maintains the trailer temperature at a constant 20°C (68°F). Data are recorded at a survey speed of 
up to 96 km/h (60 mph) at a rate of 1000 Hz.   

   

Figure 1. Picture of TSD used during testing and computer-generated schematic. 
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Measurement Technology 

The TSD uses Doppler lasers mounted at a small angle to the vertical to measure the overall 
velocity that comprises the following components: 1) vertical pavement deflection velocity, 2) 
horizontal vehicle velocity, and 3) vertical and horizontal vehicle suspension velocity. Due to its 
location, midway between the loaded trailer axle and the rear axle of the tractor unit, the 
pavement under the reference laser is expected to be outside the zone of load influence 
(undeformed). Its response is therefore used to remove the unwanted vertical and horizontal 
vehicle suspension velocity from the six measurement lasers. The horizontal velocity is also 
measured independently and used to determine the horizontal component of the velocity 
measured by the Doppler lasers. With horizontal component of the velocity known, the vertical 
velocity of the pavement deflection is determined (see Figure 2). To remove the effect of the 
vehicle speed, the deflection velocity is divided by the instantaneous vehicle speed to give a 
measurement of deflection slope, as illustrated in the Figure 2. Therefore, the deflection slope is 
calculated as follows: 

h

v

V
VS =            (1) 

where S is the deflection slope, Vv is the vertical pavement deflection velocity, and Vh is the 
vehicle horizontal velocity. Typically, the deflection velocity is measured in mm/s and the vehicle 
speed is measured in m/s; therefore, the deflection slope measurements are output in units of 
mm/m and generally reported at a 10-m (33-ft) interval. At a speed of 80 km/h (50 mph) and a 
data collection frequency of 1000 Hz, this corresponds to an average of 446 individual 
measurements over the 10 m section. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the measurement principle of the TSD. 

Relationship between Deflection Slope, Deflection, and Other Pavement Structural 
Condition Indices 

As described, the TSD measures the deflection slope of the deflection basin rather than pavement 
deflection. Figure 3 shows how the deflections and deflection slopes relate to the deflection basin. 
The deflection basin represents the profile of the deflected pavement. The deflection at a position 
on the deflection basin is the vertical distance from that point to the reference undeformed 
pavement. The deflection slope is the tangent to the deflection basin (i.e., the derivative of the 
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deflection basin). Since the deflection slope is the derivative of the deflection, the deflection can 
be obtained from the deflection slope by integration as follows: 

( ) ( )∫
∞

=
x

dyysxd           (2) 

where, 

s(y) = slope at distance y measured from the applied load; 

d(x) = deflection at distance x measured from the applied load. 

Greenwood engineering uses a parametrized model for the shape of the deflection slope 
developed by Pedersen et al. (2013) to obtain deflections from the deflection slope by optimizing 
the model parameters to fit the deflection slope data. The deflections computed from this model 
are reported in the data file (with extension .tsd.tsddefl.xls) and are used in this report. 

 

Figure 3. Relationship between the deflection basin, deflection, and deflection slope.  

While deflections can directly be used to infer the structural condition and capacity of the tested 
pavement, a number of studies have shown that deflection-basin-related indices correlate better to 
the pavement responses that cause load-related distresses (Horak, 1987; Thyagarajan et al., 2011). 

What Are Deflection-Basin-Related Indices? 
Deflection-basin related indices are indices that are computed from two or more measured 
deflections . One of the widely used indices with the FWD is SCI300, which is the difference 
between the deflection under the applied load (i.e., D0) and the deflection 300 mm (12 in.) from 
the applied load (i.e., D300), shown in Equation 3. 

Deflection

Deflection Slope

Deflection Basin
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3000300 DDSCI −=  (3) 

The SCI300 can also be calculated from TSD measurements using the calculated deflections. 
However, it is very important to point out that while the TSD and FWD both attempt to measure 
the same metric—pavement structural condition—they are different in how they apply the load 
and record the pavement response. Although the SCI300 (or any other parameter) obtained from 
each device would qualitatively agree and have similar trends, quantitatively the two devices will, 
in general, give different results. Therefore, while this document compares and contrasts FWD- 
and TSD-based indices, the reader is advised to focus on trends and not the magnitudes 
(furthermore, the time difference between the two sets of FWD and TSD measurements is more 
than 7 years). An important consequence of the two devices not giving the same quantitative 
values is that thresholds based on FWD-derived indices are not directly applicable to TSD-
derived indices. The fact that the TSD does not give the same quantitative results as the FWD 
does not mean either device is not accurate. The accuracy of the TSD has been investigated by 
Rada et al. (2016), who validated TSD measurements with “ground truth” measurements 
performed on instrumented pavements. 

In addition to SCI300, there are a large number of deflection-basin related indices that have been 
proposed by researchers; listing these indices is beyond the scope of this report. The interested 
reader is referred to Table 44 of Rada et al. (2016), where 75 indices, which were evaluated in 
that study, are listed. Although the number of indices is quite large, most are so highly correlated 
(some almost identical) that essentially only a small number of the indices are needed to meet the 
objectives of this effort. For this pooled fund study, the SCI300 and DSI, have been selected and 
reported. DSI, shown in Equation 4, was recommended by Rada et al. (2016), and is the 
difference between the deflection at 100 mm (4 in.) from the applied load and the deflection at 
300 mm (12 in.) from the applied load. 

300100 DDDSI −=         (4) 

The DSI and SCI300 were found to be correlated to the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt 
layer as follows: 

 ( ) bDSIa=ε   ( ) bSCIa ′′= 300ε      (5) 

where a, b, a’, and b’ are parameters obtained by Rada et al. (2016) that depend on the thickness 
of the asphalt concrete layer. 

Temperature Correction of TSD Measurements 
Pavement temperature is an important parameter that affects the results of flexible pavement 
structural evaluations. The deflection indices computed from TSD measurements are a function of 
pavement temperature at the time of data collection. Consistent evaluation and tracking of the 
indices computed from TSD measurements over the pavement service life requires that the 
indices be adjusted to a standard reference temperature. Due to the TSD being a relatively new 
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device, currently there are no proven methods to correct TSD measurements for temperature. 
However, Rada et al. (2016) have proposed a method to correct the tensile strain at the bottom of 
the asphalt layer. The approach is based on the change of the asphalt concrete (dynamic) modulus, 
which affects the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer. The steps for this procedure are 
(from Rada et al. 2016): 

1. Compute the asphalt layer dynamic modulus at the test temperature, Ef, based on the 
calculated strain (from DSI or SCI300 using Equation 5) using the following equation: 

d
f cE ε×=           (6) 

where c and d, are model parameters that depend on the asphalt layer thickness. When the 
thickness is not known, default values are provided. 

2. Compute a temperature correction factor, Tc, for the dynamic modulus as follows: 
( )fr TT

c eeT 043.0043.0791.19 −− −=         (7) 
where Tr is the reference temperature (typically 70°F) and Tf is the asphalt temperature 
during the test. 

3. Compute the dynamic modulus, Er, at the selected reference temperature as follows: 

c

f
r T

E
E

−
=

1
          (8) 

4. Compute the strain, εr, at the selected reference temperature by rearranging Equation 6 as 
follows: 

d
f

r c
E

1









=ε           (9) 

 
5. Calculate the temperature corrected TSD index using the inverse of Equation 5. 

The asphalt temperature, Tf is taken as the mid-depth temperature and calculated from the 
measured surface temperature using the Bells equation (BELLS3): 

Tf = 0.95 + 0.892 * IR + {log(d) - 1.25}{-0.448 * IR + 0.621 * (1-day) + 1.83 * sin(hr18 - 15.5)} 
+ 0.042 * IR * sin(hr18 - 13.5)        (10) 

Where: 
Tf = Pavement temperature at mid-depth d, °C 
IR = Pavement surface temperature, °C 
log = Base 10 logarithm 
d = mid-depth of the AC layer, mm 
1-day = Average air temperature the day before testing, °C 
sin = Sine function on an 18-hr clock system, with 2π radians equal to one 18-hr cycle 
hr18 = Time of day, in a 24-hr clock system, but calculated using an 18-hr asphalt 
concrete (AC) temperature rise-and-fall time cycle 
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Greenwood Engineering reports GPS location and time at each interval (10m) in the file ending 
with “.gpsimp.xls”.  Note GPS time is presented in Coordinated Universal Time, UTC. Pavement 
surface temperature is also reported along with the deflection values in the file ending with 
“tsd.tsd.xls”. The previous day average air temperature was obtained at the closest weather station 
from National Center for Environmental Information weather site https://gis.ncdc.noaa.gov  and 
used in Bells equation to calculate mid-depth temperature. The computed mid-depth temperature 
is used with the temperature correction procedure described earlier. The following points should 
be noted when the results from temperature correction and repeatability analysis are evaluated.  

1. Temperature correction procedure should be considered as an intermediate solution until 
an accurate procedure is developed. 

2. Pavement layer details were available for only interstate routes, and were not readily 
available for other tested sections and therefore, for the purpose of temperature 
corrections, all sections were assumed to be flexible pavements. Consequently, the 
temperature corrected SCI300 should only be used for those pavement sections that 
Virginia DOT knows to be flexible pavements. For sections that are not flexible 
pavements, it is recommended to use the uncorrected SCI300 or other indices presented.  

3. For roads where the AC layer thickness was not provided by Virginia DOT, default 
thickness was assumed based on the road category. 

4. M&R activities, if any, applied between the time of initial and repeat data collection are 
not considered in the repeatability analysis. 
 

RESEARCH QUESTION 2: WHAT IS THE STRUCTURAL CONDITION OF THE TESTED ROADS? 

The tested roads included interstates, primary roads, and secondary roads. The interstate roads 
tested comprised 72 miles of I-81 South from milepost 222 (I-64 exits) to 150 (exit 150), 43 miles 
of I-95 North from milepost 11 to milepost 54, and 31 miles I-64 West from milepost 118 (U.S. 
29 exit) to milepost 88 (I-81 exit). The tested primary roads were U.S. 29 North (107 miles) and 
U.S. 29 South (54 miles), U.S. 460 East (47 miles) and U.S. 58 East (84 miles). Figure 3 shows 
the tested road sections. The secondary roads tested were off U.S. 29, U.S. 58, and I-95. Repeated 
measurements were performed on Route 29. Table 1 lists the roads tested with corresponding 
Google Maps© links. Clicking those links will show the corresponding tested road in a Web 
browser, as illustrated in Figure 4. In total 622 miles, including repeated sections, were tested 
over a period of 3 days (June 15 to 17, 2016). 

https://gis.ncdc.noaa.gov/
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Figure 3. TSD-tested roads shown in Google Earth.© 

 

Figure 4. GoogleMaps© link showing tested route on I-81 South. 
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Table 1. TSD-Tested Roads with Test File Information and Google Maps Links 

File File Name Roads Length 
(miles) 

Link 

1 T7201506150001 US 29 North – I-64 West – I-
81 South 

166 https://goo.gl/maps/R93hY7RRM9R
2 

 US 29 North 62 https://goo.gl/maps/tBivd42p5er 
 I-64 West 31 https://goo.gl/maps/J1QGpTEsFuv 
 I-81 South 72 https://goo.gl/maps/5A6dFXbuhTL2 

2 T7201506150002 US 220 AL- US 460 52 https://goo.gl/maps/SxhsuaVbsd22 
3 T7201506150004 US 29 South 55 https://goo.gl/maps/G2mbgNqrwCU

2 
4 T7201506150006 SR 40– PS 685 (Passenger 

Route 685) 
15 https://goo.gl/maps/cvjzCAA3G1R2 

5 T7201506150007 US 29 North 46 https://goo.gl/maps/y3qMirXQaUn 
6 T7201506160002 US 501 –US 29 South – SR 

360 
90 https://goo.gl/maps/rvZNJeYi1po 

7 T7201506160004 US 58 – SR 664 – SR 660 –US 
58 

117 https://goo.gl/maps/3CrSYnwTTpP2 

8 T7201506160005 I-95 North – SR 144 – US 301 45 https://goo.gl/maps/Lt2rPhMeP3v 
9 T7201506170001 SR 629 – SR 156 – SR 616 – 

SR 666 – SR 609 – SR 636 – 
SR 635 

22 https://goo.gl/maps/RVzDfKPfe5A2 

10 T7201506170002 SR 635 – SR 618 7 https://goo.gl/maps/iVLHpA5EBy32 
11 T7201506170003 SR 630 – SR 618 – SR 620 – 

SR 638 
9 https://goo.gl/maps/ZStkQDWHaMx 

12 T7201506170004 SR 636 – SR 631 5 https://goo.gl/maps/fsNsG16P4fM2 

Overall Condition of Tested Roads 

A methodology based on the number of remaining ESAL’s was used to arrive at a preliminary 
estimate for threshold between good/fair and fair/poor segments. It is expected that the estimated 
threshold will be revised based on the experience gained from implementation effort.   

Initially, three road category – Interstate, primary and secondary roads were considered based on 
AC layer thickness as shown in Table 2.  The database generated in Rada et al. (2016) was used.  
The database contains a range of pavement structures (layer thickness) and material 
characteristics (layer moduli) values generated using Monte Carlo simulation and corresponding 
pavement responses (strain and deflections) computed using the layered linear elastic program 
JULEA.  The pavement segments in the JULEA database was grouped in one of three road 
categories based on AC layer thickness as shown in the Table 2.  In each pavement segment, 
number of repetitions to failure, Nf was computed using Asphalt Institute equation (Asphalt 
Institute. 1982)) 

854.0291.3
1100432.0 















×=

E
CN

t
f ε

       (11) 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3763486,-79.1265628/37.59943395%09-79.03037154/38.02127757%09-78.53573641/38.03266924%09-78.85714975/38.12113049%09-79.04744473/37.92136628%09-79.24496791/37.66358104%09-79.52175149/37.3885856%09-79.90153357/@37.7484877,-79.7819728,9z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m35!4m34!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.0303715!2d37.599434!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.5357364!2d38.0212776!1m3!2m2!1d-78.8571498!2d38.0326692!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0474447!2d38.1211305!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2449679!2d37.9213663!1m3!2m2!1d-79.5217515!2d37.663581!1m3!2m2!1d-79.9015336!2d37.3885856!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3763486,-79.1265628/37.59943395%09-79.03037154/38.02127757%09-78.53573641/38.03266924%09-78.85714975/38.12113049%09-79.04744473/37.92136628%09-79.24496791/37.66358104%09-79.52175149/37.3885856%09-79.90153357/@37.7484877,-79.7819728,9z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m35!4m34!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.0303715!2d37.599434!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.5357364!2d38.0212776!1m3!2m2!1d-78.8571498!2d38.0326692!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0474447!2d38.1211305!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2449679!2d37.9213663!1m3!2m2!1d-79.5217515!2d37.663581!1m3!2m2!1d-79.9015336!2d37.3885856!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/R93hY7RRM9R2
https://goo.gl/maps/R93hY7RRM9R2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3763486,-79.1265628/37.41675755%09-79.0818196/37.53744665%09-79.06658961/37.56354038%09-79.06186359/37.59943395%09-79.03037154/37.70307239%09-78.94241845/37.8441624%09-78.81314621/38.02127757%09-78.53573641/@38.0183817,-78.5392246,17z/data=!4m31!4m30!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0818196!2d37.4167576!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0665896!2d37.5374466!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0618636!2d37.5635404!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0303715!2d37.599434!1m3!2m2!1d-78.9424184!2d37.7030724!1m3!2m2!1d-78.8131462!2d37.8441624!1m3!2m2!1d-78.5357364!2d38.0212776!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/tBivd42p5er
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/38.0214594,-78.5354927/38.04563052%09-78.74775976/38.03266924%09-78.85714975/38.06574857%09-78.95580522/38.12026711%09-79.04422445/38.12113049%09-79.04744473/@38.1156498,-79.0465065,15.75z/data=!4m23!4m22!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-78.7477598!2d38.0456305!1m3!2m2!1d-78.8571498!2d38.0326692!1m3!2m2!1d-78.9558052!2d38.0657486!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0442244!2d38.1202671!1m3!2m2!1d-79.0474447!2d38.1211305!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/J1QGpTEsFuv
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/38.1211322,-79.0475594/38.0556796%09-79.11686465/37.98440619%09-79.18151739/37.91516623%09-79.25323059/37.86242612%09-79.34189891/37.78739887%09-79.40025926/37.71113663%09-79.45456587/37.65544455%09-79.54201029/37.3885856%09-79.90153357/@37.7539713,-79.7577477,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m35!4m34!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1168646!2d38.0556796!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1815174!2d37.9844062!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2532306!2d37.9151662!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3418989!2d37.8624261!1m3!2m2!1d-79.4002593!2d37.7873989!1m3!2m2!1d-79.4545659!2d37.7111366!1m3!2m2!1d-79.5420103!2d37.6554446!1m3!2m2!1d-79.9015336!2d37.3885856!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/5A6dFXbuhTL2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3878592,-79.902183/37.35727498%09-79.88517765/37.36363703%09-79.82141939/37.38411488%09-79.73124127/37.35856167%09-79.67363422/37.3433328%09-79.5651992/37.31344764%09-79.46767887/37.30047037%09-79.36221779/37.31047219%09-79.25151484/37.37750861%09-79.13194583/@37.3490371,-79.7974719,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m53!4m52!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.8851776!2d37.357275!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.8214194!2d37.363637!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.7312413!2d37.3841149!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.6736342!2d37.3585617!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.5651992!2d37.3433328!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.4676789!2d37.3134476!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-79.3622178!2d37.3004704!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2515148!2d37.3104722!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1319458!2d37.3775086!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/SxhsuaVbsd22
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3394891,-79.1964015/37.3372275%09-79.19222562/37.32401512%09-79.18991075/37.25974092%09-79.18240277/37.13852802%09-79.2518923/37.13372947%09-79.29568158/36.97417678%09-79.3573778/36.96172182%09-79.3736176/36.81568049%09-79.38367901/36.71395798%09-79.37761707/@37.026601,-79.5680724,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m39!4m38!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1922256!2d37.3372275!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1899108!2d37.3240151!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1824028!2d37.2597409!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2518923!2d37.138528!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2956816!2d37.1337295!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3573778!2d36.9741768!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3736176!2d36.9617218!1m3!2m2!1d-79.383679!2d36.8156805!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3776171!2d36.713958!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/G2mbgNqrwCU2
https://goo.gl/maps/G2mbgNqrwCU2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.9393779,-79.1936231/36.93246089%09-79.248705/36.9138272%09-79.27769555/36.88597758%09-79.31021813/36.8559271%09-79.34690981/36.83308199%09-79.37993129/@36.8860477,-79.3568554,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m23!4m22!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.248705!2d36.9324609!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2776956!2d36.9138272!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3102181!2d36.8859776!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3469098!2d36.8559271!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3799313!2d36.833082!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.9393779,-79.1936231/36.93246089%09-79.248705/36.9138272%09-79.27769555/36.88597758%09-79.31021813/36.8559271%09-79.34690981/36.83308199%09-79.37993129/@36.8860477,-79.3568554,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m23!4m22!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.248705!2d36.9324609!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2776956!2d36.9138272!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3102181!2d36.8859776!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3469098!2d36.8559271!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3799313!2d36.833082!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/cvjzCAA3G1R2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.8346924,-79.3802002/36.91231188%09-79.38731791/36.99117663%09-79.35525979/37.07580643%09-79.3363929/37.13750983%09-79.27397477/37.19221198%09-79.20360723/37.27550729%09-79.17130477/37.35310518%09-79.17311096/37.37668236%09-79.13064714/@37.1057477,-79.5500826,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m35!4m34!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3873179!2d36.9123119!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3552598!2d36.9911766!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3363929!2d37.0758064!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2739748!2d37.1375098!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2036072!2d37.192212!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1713048!2d37.2755073!1m3!2m2!1d-79.173111!2d37.3531052!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1306471!2d37.3766824!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/y3qMirXQaUn
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3757121,-79.1253588/37.33759231%09-79.10765167/37.24487735%09-79.18807089/37.16281771%09-79.21942766/37.04780575%09-79.35773087/36.88326235%09-79.40827922/36.71852081%09-79.38146145/36.62173347%09-79.36023632/36.72580403%09-79.26620494/36.75557195%09-79.13787814/@36.9948306,-79.5376763,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m39!4m38!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1076517!2d37.3375923!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1880709!2d37.2448774!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2194277!2d37.1628177!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3577309!2d37.0478058!1m3!2m2!1d-79.4082792!2d36.8832624!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3814614!2d36.7185208!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3602363!2d36.6217335!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2662049!2d36.725804!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1378781!2d36.7555719!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.3757121,-79.1253588/37.33759231%09-79.10765167/37.24487735%09-79.18807089/37.16281771%09-79.21942766/37.04780575%09-79.35773087/36.88326235%09-79.40827922/36.71852081%09-79.38146145/36.62173347%09-79.36023632/36.72580403%09-79.26620494/36.75557195%09-79.13787814/@36.9948306,-79.5376763,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m39!4m38!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1076517!2d37.3375923!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1880709!2d37.2448774!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2194277!2d37.1628177!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3577309!2d37.0478058!1m3!2m2!1d-79.4082792!2d36.8832624!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3814614!2d36.7185208!1m3!2m2!1d-79.3602363!2d36.6217335!1m3!2m2!1d-79.2662049!2d36.725804!1m3!2m2!1d-79.1378781!2d36.7555719!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/rvZNJeYi1po
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.6891346,-78.8872603/36.73925115%09-78.23476572/36.75452952%09-78.24295324/36.76459576%09-78.25690172/36.79186869%09-78.2499329/36.80828173%09-78.27804882/36.79463836%09-78.34017343/36.77678472%09-78.34329932/36.6711948%09-78.25100357/36.71130758%09-77.54411159/@35.7674131,-78.415408,8.25z/data=!4m60!4m59!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2347657!2d36.7392512!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2429532!2d36.7545295!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2569017!2d36.7645958!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2499329!2d36.7918687!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2780488!2d36.8082817!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.3401734!2d36.7946384!1m10!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.3432993!2d36.7767847!3m4!1m2!1d-78.3892293!2d36.681513!3s0x89ad897eb8fdca71:0x7c6fdbf805310b1d!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2510036!2d36.6711948!1m3!2m2!1d-77.5441116!2d36.7113076!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.6891346,-78.8872603/36.73925115%09-78.23476572/36.75452952%09-78.24295324/36.76459576%09-78.25690172/36.79186869%09-78.2499329/36.80828173%09-78.27804882/36.79463836%09-78.34017343/36.77678472%09-78.34329932/36.6711948%09-78.25100357/36.71130758%09-77.54411159/@35.7674131,-78.415408,8.25z/data=!4m60!4m59!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2347657!2d36.7392512!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2429532!2d36.7545295!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2569017!2d36.7645958!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2499329!2d36.7918687!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2780488!2d36.8082817!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.3401734!2d36.7946384!1m10!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.3432993!2d36.7767847!3m4!1m2!1d-78.3892293!2d36.681513!3s0x89ad897eb8fdca71:0x7c6fdbf805310b1d!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-78.2510036!2d36.6711948!1m3!2m2!1d-77.5441116!2d36.7113076!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/3CrSYnwTTpP2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.7028042,-77.5500161/36.76504703%09-77.48120938/36.84146387%09-77.43972122/36.92052203%09-77.39625417/37.01057523%09-77.39172594/37.09365064%09-77.35825068/37.18263942%09-77.3544828/37.27032522%09-77.41182061/@36.9855578,-77.7313268,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m31!4m30!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.4812094!2d36.765047!1m3!2m2!1d-77.4397212!2d36.8414639!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3962542!2d36.920522!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3917259!2d37.0105752!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3582507!2d37.0936506!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3544828!2d37.1826394!1m3!2m2!1d-77.4118206!2d37.2703252!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/Lt2rPhMeP3v
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1832243,-77.3176807/37.18822787%09-77.26680467/37.1908791%09-77.22580326/37.19074076%09-77.17124187/37.23144945%09-77.19658844/37.2287301,-77.2287329/37.22687329%09-77.2286373/37.22099026%09-77.22482304/37.19264349%09-77.20687914/37.1745143%09-77.25461521/@37.2022304,-77.3126951,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m44!4m43!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2668047!2d37.1882279!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2258033!2d37.1908791!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1712419!2d37.1907408!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1965884!2d37.2314494!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2286373!2d37.2268733!1m3!2m2!1d-77.224823!2d37.2209903!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2068791!2d37.1926435!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2546152!2d37.1745143!3e2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1832243,-77.3176807/37.18822787%09-77.26680467/37.1908791%09-77.22580326/37.19074076%09-77.17124187/37.23144945%09-77.19658844/37.2287301,-77.2287329/37.22687329%09-77.2286373/37.22099026%09-77.22482304/37.19264349%09-77.20687914/37.1745143%09-77.25461521/@37.2022304,-77.3126951,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m44!4m43!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2668047!2d37.1882279!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2258033!2d37.1908791!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1712419!2d37.1907408!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1965884!2d37.2314494!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2286373!2d37.2268733!1m3!2m2!1d-77.224823!2d37.2209903!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2068791!2d37.1926435!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2546152!2d37.1745143!3e2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1832243,-77.3176807/37.18822787%09-77.26680467/37.1908791%09-77.22580326/37.19074076%09-77.17124187/37.23144945%09-77.19658844/37.2287301,-77.2287329/37.22687329%09-77.2286373/37.22099026%09-77.22482304/37.19264349%09-77.20687914/37.1745143%09-77.25461521/@37.2022304,-77.3126951,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m44!4m43!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2668047!2d37.1882279!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.2258033!2d37.1908791!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1712419!2d37.1907408!1m5!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d-77.1965884!2d37.2314494!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2286373!2d37.2268733!1m3!2m2!1d-77.224823!2d37.2209903!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2068791!2d37.1926435!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2546152!2d37.1745143!3e2
https://goo.gl/maps/RVzDfKPfe5A2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1743268,-77.2550956/37.17070816%09-77.23634511/37.17692532%09-77.22847409/37.18240526%09-77.21969458/37.17281712%09-77.21069551/37.15790996%09-77.21787912/37.14265854%09-77.22613731/37.12666467%09-77.22919048/@37.1560389,-77.2676476,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m31!4m30!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2363451!2d37.1707082!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2284741!2d37.1769253!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2196946!2d37.1824053!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2106955!2d37.1728171!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2178791!2d37.15791!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2261373!2d37.1426585!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2291905!2d37.1266647!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/iVLHpA5EBy32
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1238772,-77.2281853/37.11257731%09-77.24127072/37.10639471%09-77.26078926/37.08989307%09-77.26847827/37.07382418%09-77.27865776/37.07301125%09-77.29770135/37.07574121%09-77.31979012/37.08791004%09-77.32936106/@37.0846344,-77.3295706,14.25z/data=!4m31!4m30!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2412707!2d37.1125773!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2607893!2d37.1063947!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2684783!2d37.0898931!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2786578!2d37.0738242!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2977014!2d37.0730112!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3197901!2d37.0757412!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3293611!2d37.08791!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.1238772,-77.2281853/37.11257731%09-77.24127072/37.10639471%09-77.26078926/37.08989307%09-77.26847827/37.07382418%09-77.27865776/37.07301125%09-77.29770135/37.07574121%09-77.31979012/37.08791004%09-77.32936106/@37.0846344,-77.3295706,14.25z/data=!4m31!4m30!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2412707!2d37.1125773!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2607893!2d37.1063947!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2684783!2d37.0898931!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2786578!2d37.0738242!1m3!2m2!1d-77.2977014!2d37.0730112!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3197901!2d37.0757412!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3293611!2d37.08791!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/ZStkQDWHaMx
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/37.0875732,-77.329604/37.07905815%09-77.32890932/37.07039508%09-77.33217295/37.05185289%09-77.34255944/37.05371527%09-77.35942948/37.05434984%09-77.37064156/37.05499392%09-77.38005307/@37.0693262,-77.3726041,14z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m27!4m26!1m0!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3289093!2d37.0790582!1m3!2m2!1d-77.332173!2d37.0703951!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3425594!2d37.0518529!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3594295!2d37.0537153!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3706416!2d37.0543498!1m3!2m2!1d-77.3800531!2d37.0549939!3e0
https://goo.gl/maps/fsNsG16P4fM2
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where C is the calibration coefficient, εt is the magnitude of the tensile strain repeatedly applied, 
and E is the stiffness of asphalt mixture (psi).  The tensile strain at the bottom of AC layer 
corresponding to 9000 lb loaded dual tire configuration with 13.5 inch tire spacing and 116 psi 
tire pressure was used. The calibration factors that account for the effects of boundary difference 
between field and laboratory were 13.3 and 18.4 corresponding to the failure criteria of 10% and 
45% of wheel-path cracking, respectively (Finn et al., 1977). C value of 13.3 was chosen for 
Interstate and Primary road category and 18.4 for secondary roads. In each road category the 
following level of annual traffic was considered 

• Interstate: 1.4 million ESAL – equivalent of about 6500 ADTT (or 2000 singles, 4000 
doubles and 500 trains or triples) 

• Primary: 0.2 million ESAL – equivalent of about 950 ADTT (or 700 singles, 220 doubles 
and 30 trains or triples) 

• Secondary: 0.07 million ESAL – equivalent of about 375 ADTT (or 300 singles, 75 
doubles). 

The pavement is considered as ‘poor’ or ‘fair’ condition when the computed Nf is lower than the 
traffic level the pavement can carry in the next 2 and 5 years, respectively in the corresponding 
road category.  For example, an Interstate pavement segment will be considered ‘poor’ if the 
computed Nf is lower than 2.8 million ESAL’s (annual traffic * 2 years). Similarly, a secondary 
road is considered as ‘fair’ condition if the computed Nf is lower than 0.35 million ESAL’s 
(annual traffic * 5 years) but greater than 0.14 million ESAL’s (annual traffic * 2 years).  Average 
indices values were computed within each group and reported as threshold values in the table.   

Note that the current threshold cracking % being used to calculate Nf with AI equation would be 
incremental (delta) cracking not total cracking. Thus when we consider the existing damage, a 
pavement segment identified as poor could have a fatigue cracking higher than that defined in the 
table at the end of 2 years. 

Once thresholds have been established, the temperature corrected indices (SCI or DSI) can be 
directly used to categories the pavement segment as good/fair/poor. For example in a Primary 
road section, if the SCI computed from TSD measurement is 5.0 mil then the pavement segment 
will be categorized as ‘Fair’.  

Table 2. Thresholds for SCI300 (TSD) and DSI 

Road 
Category 

AC layer 
thickness, 

inch 

Annual 
Traffic, 
million 
ESAL 

Threshold for 
Fatigue 

Cracking at 
Wheelpath, % 

Threshold for Poor Threshold for Fair 
Nf, 

million 
ESAL 

SCI300, 
mil 

DSI, 
mil 

Nf, 
million 
ESAL 

SCI300, 
mil 

DSI, 
mil 

Interstate > 9  1.4 10 2.8 3.7 3.0 7.0 2.7 2.2 
Primary 6 - 9 0.2 10 0.4 6.2 5.2 1.0 4.9 4.0 
Secondary 3 - 6 0.07 45 0.14 9.7 7.7 0.35 7.3 5.8 
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Figure 5 shows the condition of the tested roads using this procedure. For the Interstate roads, the 
AC thickness was obtained from the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) PMS, and 
the SCI300 (and DSI) were corrected to a reference temperature of 70°F. For primary and 
secondary roads, the AC thickness was assumed to be in the range of 6 to 9 and 3 to 6 inches, 
respectively. Figure 6 shows a closer look at two road conditions. Again, the conditions depicted 
in the figure are based on preliminary condition thresholds developed to illustrate the concept and 
should be adjusted to match agency specific thresholds. 

Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9 show the overall structural condition, as indicated by the 
temperature-corrected SCI300, for the Interstate, Primary, and Secondary roads, respectively. The 
line with in the box represents the median of the measurements, the blue box represents the 50-
percent range (25 to 75 percent), and the black whiskers represent the 90-percent range (5 to 95 
percent) of the collected data. Note that the vertical SCI300 scales in each figure are different, 
especially for the Secondary roads, which are generally significantly weaker than the Primary and 
Interstate roads. 

 

Figure 5. Color-coded condition of tested pavements with Good (green), Fair (yellow), and 
Poor (red) ratings (© 2016 Google Image Landsat / Copernicus). 
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Figure 6. Two detail example of pavement condition (© 2016 Google). 
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Figure 7. SCI300 box plot of Interstate routes. 

 

Figure 8. SCI300 box plot of Primary routes. 
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Figure 9. SCI300 box plot of Secondary routes. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 3: HOW REPEATABLE ARE TSD MEASUREMENTS? 

Repeated test runs were performed on two different days on U.S. Route 29 South from Lynchburg 
over a distance of 50 miles. The first run was performed on June 15, 2015; the second run was 
performed on June 16, 2015. Figure 10 shows the computed AC layer mid-depth temperature at 
the first day and the second day of testing. The temperature during the first day of testing was 
higher. Figure 11 shows the repeated runs corrected to the reference temperature of 70°F. The 
figure shows good repeatability over the length of the section.  The sections that show minor 
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differences should be verified for the attribution of the factors stated in the section “Temperature 
Correction of TSD Measurements”.  

 

 

Figure 10. Mid-depth temperature between repeated tests in US 29 South. 

 

 

Figure 11. Repeated TSD tests on U.S. 29 South in Virginia performed on two consecutive 
days. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 4: HOW DO TSD MEASUREMENTS COMPARE WITH FWD? 

Test results from the TSD and FWD were compared. The comparison was based on the trends of 
TSD and FWD parameters, not specific values. Therefore, the TSD and FWD measurements 
shown have not been corrected for test temperature. Most of the FWD measurements were 
collected between 2006 and 2007. The TSD measurements were collected in 2015. This further 
justifies not performing a direct comparison between the two devices. 

The FWD measurements were performed by VDOT on the interstate network between 2006 and 
2007 at 0.2 miles intervals. These measurements were compared to TSD data collected in 2015 
and averaged over a 0.1 mile length. In general, once heavy maintenance or reconstruction was 
accounted for, the results show that the FWD and TSD data followed similar trends, although not 
the exact same values (note that temperature correction was not performed). Figure 12 shows 
similar trends between D0 estimated from the TSD measurements and the FWD on I-81 South. 
However, the TSD estimated D0 are about 10 mil higher than the FWD D0 measurements. This 
discrepancy is expected and could be due to many factors, including different temperatures at the 
time of testing, differences in how deflections were calculated for the TSD, differences between 
how the two devices apply the load, and deterioration over the 8 to 9 years between the two tests. 
There are also some discrepancies between the two sets of measurements, mainly between 
mileposts 150 to 162 and particularly between mileposts 214 and 218. The section between 
mileposts 150 to 162 is a composite pavement section that underwent a series of rehabilitations, 
most notably jacking and grouting of the concrete slab in 2013 along with mill and overlay work 
that ranged from 3 to 5.5 inches. A possible hypothesis is that the weak spots measured by the 
FWD (high peaks observed in the plot) were strengthened by this series of rehabilitations, and 
thus these peaks are not observed in the TSD data. It is not possible to definitely confirm this 
hypothesis as no FWD data were collected after the pavement was rehabilitated.  

The section between mileposts 214 and 218 was rehabilitated (using a variety of recycling 
methods) in 2011. Detailed structural information is available for this segment. Before the section 
was rehabilitated, FWD data were collected in 2010. After the rehabilitation was performed, FWD 
data were collected in 2011, 2012, and 2013. Details of the tested section are shown in Figure 13. 
The comparison of the FWD data between 2007 and 2010 shows that the structural condition of 
the section did not deteriorate in the 3- to 4-year period. (If any change is observed, the data 
suggest that the pavement slightly strengthened during that time period with the average 
temperature-corrected 2010 D0 being 10.86 mil and the average temperature-corrected 2007 D0 
being 12.17 mil). The rehabilitation work improved the structural condition of the pavement 
section as reflected in the decreased D0 of FWD measurements performed in 2011, 2012, and 
2013. The TSD-calculated D0 from the 2015 test follows the trend of the FWD results of 2011, 
2012, and 2013, suggesting that the improved structural condition of the pavement section was 
also captured by the TSD measurements. 
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Further comparisons between the TSD and FWD measurements were performed with the 
calculated SCI300 on I-81 and D0 and SCI300 on I-95. Figure 14 shows the comparison of 
SCI300 computed from TSD and FWD on I-81, Figure 15 shows the results of D0 on I-95, and 
Figure 16 shows the results of SCI300 estimates on I-95. All the figures show TSD and FWD 
measurements following similar trends, although magnitude differs. 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of TSD and FWD D0 on I-81 South. 
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Figure 13. Details of comparison of TSD and FWD D0 on I-81 South. 

 

Figure 14. Comparison of TSD and FWD SCI300 on I-81 South. 

 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of TSD and FWD D0 on I-95 North. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of TSD and FWD SCI300 on I-95 North. 

Capability of TSD to Identify the Same Weak Sections as FWD 
The capability of the TSD to identify the same weak sections as those identified by the FWD 
based on the calculated D0 was investigated. Because FWD measurements were collected every 
0.2 miles, TSD measurements were averaged over a 0.2-mile length. Furthermore, sections that 
had a mill and overlay treatment or higher in the time between when the two sets of data were 
collected were not included in the analysis. The investigation was performed by determining the 
weakest 33%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%, and 5% of sections identified by each device and then 
determining in each case the percentage of sections that were identified by both devices. The 
percentages of commonly identified sections for each case were 70.5%, 67.1%, 60.3%, 60.4%, 
56.5%, and 37.5%. Spearman’s rank correlation, which is the correlation between the rankings of 
the all sections by each device, was calculated to be 0.816 (a Spearman’s correlation of 1 means 
FWD and TSD give the exact same ranking of the sections). 

To put these results into perspective, the same analysis was performed with two datasets from 
network-level FWD testing performed on I-81 in the Bristol district (a different location from 
where TSD testing was performed). The first FWD dataset was collected in 2006. The second 
dataset was collected in 2011 (note that the 5-year interval is smaller than the interval between 
FWD and TSD testing). Figure 17 shows the results of the testing, with the two datasets having 
similar trends. The percentages of sections that were identified as weak sections in both datasets 
were 58.6%, 56.6%, 52.2%, 48.0%, 45.5%, and 35.3% (from 33% to 5%). Spearman’s rank 
correlation between the two datasets is 0.589. These results across all measures are not as good as 
those obtained with the TSD/FWD comparison. While the sections used for the two comparisons 
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were different, the comparison with the two FWD datasets shows that, even for the same device, 
identifying the same weak sections can be a challenging task. The performance of the TSD in 
identifying the same sections as those identified by the FWD from this small sample, then, is 
quite remarkable. 

 

Figure 17. Comparison between two sets of FWD measurements on the interstate in the 
Bristol District. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 5: HOW DO TSD MEASUREMENTS COMPARE WITH PMS DATA? 

Pavement management data summarized at 0.1-mile intervals were obtained for the tested 
Interstate sections to compare with TSD test results. Figure 18 shows little correlation between 
SCI300 and Severity 1 fatigue cracking on I-81. Similarly, Figure 19 shows little relationship 
between SCI300 and a load-related distress rating index, LDR, used by VDOT to summarize the 
extent of all load-related distresses in an index that ranges between 100 (new “perfect” pavement) 
and 0 (failed pavement). Figure 20 shows the same for the Critical Condition Index, CCI, which 
combines load-related and non-load-related distresses in an index between 100 and 0. Figure 21 
show the composite plot comparing SCI, categorized with the preliminary thresholds, with VDOT 
indices LDR, NDR and CCI. The estimated condition between the SCI and VDOT indices doesn’t 
always agree - indicating the need for structural evaluation. Similar results of no relationship 
between PMS condition and SCI300 were obtained for I-64 and I-95. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of TSD SCI300 and Severity 1 fatigue cracking on I-81 South. 

 

 Figure 19. Comparison of TSD SCI300 and LDR on I-81 South. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of TSD SCI300 and CCI on I-81 South. 

 

Figure 21. Strip chart for I81-South comparing SCI and three indices- LDR, NDR and CCI as 
computed from the surface distress data 

Most sections on I-81 had zero to little measured fatigue cracking – mostly Severity 1 (see Figure 
18). The same observation was also made for I-64. However, a more significant number of 
sections on I-95 had non-zero measured fatigue cracking. Figure 22 shows the Severity 1 fatigue 
cracking for the three interstate roads. More than 90% of I-64 and I-81 sections had practically no 
fatigue cracking compared with 50% of I-95 sections. Figure 23 and Figure 24 reinforce the 
observation that in general sections on I-95 have more distresses (in terms of Severity 2 fatigue 
cracking and CCI). In terms of work performed, most of I-95 had received a 3- to 4.5-inch mill 
and overlay between 2011 and 2012, but fatigue cracking reappeared rather quickly. On the other 
hand, some sections on I-81 and I-64 had received a mill and overlay treatment and are still 
performing well in terms of fatigue cracking. Furthermore, I-81 sections that have not received a 
mill and overlay between 2007 and 2014 are still generally performing well in terms of fatigue 
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cracking. Figure 25 shows the distribution of temperature-corrected TSD SCI300 for the three 
roads. The I-95 distribution shows higher SCI300 values and as such a weaker pavement. This 
sheds light on why more cracking is observed on I-95. Although a large portion of it has been 
recently resurfaced, these portions are still relatively weak, which is leading to fatigue cracking 
within a short time period. A subpopulation on I-95 has low SCI300 values, but this consists of a 
concrete pavement overlaid with asphalt and has practically no recorded cracking. Figure 26 
shows the distribution of FWD SCI300 (collected between 2006 and 2007 and not temperature 
corrected) for I-81 and I-95, which also shows that I-95 has in general higher SCI300 values. 

In terms of asphalt layer thickness, I-95 had an average thickness of 9.0 inches with a standard 
deviation of 1.25 inches.  I-81 had an average thickness of 11.4 inches with a standard deviation 
of 1.38 inches. The ADTT on I-95 was 2,305 with a standard deviation of 295 and a maximum 
and minimum of 1,624 and 3,455. The ADTT on I-81 was 5,979 with a standard deviation of 804 
and a maximum and minimum of 5,090 and 9,287. The Spearman rank correlation between 
SCI300 and Severity 1 fatigue cracking was 0.20 for I-81, 0.16 for I-95, and 0.40 for both 
combined. If composite pavement sections are excluded, the Spearman rank correlation for I-81 is 
0 (all sections had 0% cracking), for I-95 is −0.02, and 0.42 for both combined. These results 
suggest that, in general, weaker pavement sections will exhibit more cracking (I-95 weaker than 
I-81); however, this is a very broad trend and observed cracking cannot be a substitute for 
pavement structural condition measurements (within each interstate, cracking does not correlate 
well with structural condition especially if only flexible pavement sections are considered). Two 
possible reasons are that the surface measurements do not show bottom-up fatigue cracks until 
they appear on the surface and the Severity 1 cracks might include top-down cracks that do not 
account for structural deterioration. 
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Figure 22. Observed frequency of Severity 1 fatigue cracking on tested Interstate sections. 

 

Figure 23. Observed frequency of Severity 2 fatigue cracking on tested Interstate sections. 
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Figure 24. Observed frequency of CCI on tested Interstate sections. 

 

Figure 25. Observed frequency of TSD SCI300 on tested Interstate sections. 
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Figure 26. Observed frequency of FWD SCI300 on I-81 and I-95 sections. 

 

Figure 27 shows the TSD calculated SNeff for the I81-South. The SNeff takes into account the 
pavement deflection as well as the pavement thickness. The calculation of the TSD SNeff is 
performed using the method of Rohde (1994) as follows: 

1. Determine the structural index SIP of the pavement as follows; 

( ) ( )PHddSIP 5.10 −=            

where: 
d(0) = peak deflection under the 9,000 lb load 
d(1.5Hp) = deflection at lateral distance of 1.5 times the pavement depth.   
Hp = Pavement depth – thickness of all layers above the subgrade. 

2. Determine the existing pavement SNeff as; 
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k
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k
eff HSIPkSN =           

where for asphalt pavements, k1 = 0.4728, k2 = -0.4810, k3 = 0.7581 
d(0) is temperature corrected to 68°F using the procedure stated in AASHTO 1993 guide. 
(AASHTO 1993) 

Figure 27 also includes SNeff computed using default layer coefficients as suggested in AASHTO 
1993, which represents initial SNeff of the pavement when constructed. The figure shows that the 
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TSD SNeff is lower than the one estimated based on default layer coefficients indicating structural 
deterioration since initial construction. Also the structural deterioration is non-uniform over the 
pavement segment length. The figure also include LDR from the PMS for comparison. The 
condition estimation of TSD calculated SNeff are found to be different from the LDR that were 
based on surface condition which shows the benefits of performing network level structural 
evaluation in better characterizing structural condition. 

 

 

Figure 27. Comparison of TSD Structural number and LDR for I81- South 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 6: HOW CAN WE USE THE INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM TSD 

MEASUREMENTS? 

In this section, we present examples on how TSD measurements can be used to help better 
manage pavement sections. 

Identification of Strong and Weak Sections 

TSD measurements can be used to classify pavement sections into structurally strong, fair, and 
weak categories (good, fair, and poor). Figure 28 shows an example of such a classification taken 
from part of the results presented in Figure 5. The classification could be used to determine where 
more detailed investigation of the pavement is needed. For example, identified weak sections 
could be assigned as candidate sections for heavier structural treatments; sections identified as fair 
could be assigned as candidates for lighter treatments, such as corrective or preventive 
maintenance or minor rehab based on surface distress measurements. The results presented in the 
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section on the comparison between the TSD and FWD suggest that, at least at the network level, 
the TSD will identify mostly the same weak sections identified by the FWD, with the difference 
between the two devices being similar to the difference in identification obtained with two 
different FWD datasets (note that this is not intended to suggest that it will also translate to 
project-level investigations at this stage). 

Another validation of the capabilities of the TSD to classify sections is shown in Figure 29. 
Strong spots identified by the TSD along U.S. 29 south near Altavista are highlighted with the red 
circle. Upon further investigation, these spots were found to correspond to bridges, which in 
general are known to exhibit lower deflections than flexible pavement sections. The same was 
observed for most bridges on all tested roads. 

 

Figure 28. Identified Strong (green), Fair (yellow) and Weak (red) sections (© 2016 Google). 
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Figure 29. Identified Strong section corresponding to bridges on U.S. 29 (© 2016 Google). 

 

Mechanistic Analysis with Asphalt Layer Tensile Strains 

Work by Rada et al. (2016) has shown that the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer is 
highly correlated with pavement structural indices such as SCI300 or DSI that can be obtained 
from TSD measurements (see Equation 5 earlier). Figure 30 shows an example of the estimated 
tensile strain profile for I-95 (corrected to a reference temperature of 70°F). Thresholds of 100 
and 150 microstrains, respectively, have been used to separate between good, fair, and poor 
structural conditions (these thresholds are arbitrary, the 100 microstrain was chosen since it was 
recommended for dynamic modulus testing of asphalt specimens to limit specimen damage). 
Again, the threshold should be based on the AC layer thickness and should be adjusted with 
experience. Figure 31 shows the strain before (average of 105°F) and after applying the 
temperature correction (to a reference temperature of 70°F) with corrected strains roughly 3.7 
times smaller than uncorrected strains. 

Another advantage of the strain approach is that it can be used with a locally calibrated fatigue 
life equation to provide a better estimate of the remaining fatigue life of the pavement section than 
the estimate obtained using the generic Equation 11. This provides a link between the TSD-
measured condition with an estimate of the remaining structural life of the pavement as illustrated 
in Figure 32. Practical implementation of this procedure would be in the development of a 
structural index relationship with remaining fatigue life as illustrated in Figure 33 with the DSI. 
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Figure 30. Estimated tensile strain at bottom of asphalt layer on I-95. 

 

 

Figure 31. Estimated tensile strain at bottom of asphalt layer on I-95 showing effect of 
temperature correction. 
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Figure 32. Link between DSI and estimated pavement fatigue life. 

 

Figure 33. Fatigue life curves for TSD DSI. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 7: HOW CAN WE INCORPORATE TSD MEASUREMENTS INTO A PMS? 

VDOT uses a set of pavement management decision matrices with distresses as inputs and 
treatment activities as outputs. The matrices are separated based on the following roadway 
classifications: Interstates, Primary Routes, Secondary Routes, and Unpaved Roads, in addition to 
the following pavement types: bituminous-surfaced (BIT), bituminous-surfaced composite 
pavements (with jointed concrete pavement below the surface, BOJ), bituminous-surfaced 
composite pavements (with continuously reinforced concrete pavement below the surface, BOC), 
continuously reinforced concrete (CRC), and jointed concrete pavements (JCP). Additionally, 
updated cost estimates per mile for each treatment are available for each road category. The 
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decision process is a two-phase approach (Figure 34). In 2008, this two-phase approach was 
modified to include structural condition and truck traffic volumes, and the enhanced decision tree 
was integrated into the process. One of the main features of the approach is that the addition of 
the pavement structural information did not alter the core of the decision process already in place 
but provided an additional step that can be used when pavement structural condition is available. 
If structural information becomes unavailable, the decision process can revert to the core process 
already in place. VDOT currently uses the following five treatment categories (from do nothing to 
heavier treatments): Do Nothing (DN), Preventive Maintenance (PM), Corrective Maintenance 
(CM), Rehabilitation Maintenance (RM), and Reconstruction (RC). At the preliminary treatment 
stage, one of these five categories is selected based on the condition index and the decision 
matrices. In the enhanced decision process, based on the structural condition (and traffic level and 
construction history), the selected preliminary treatment can be either retained or modified to a 
heavier or lighter treatment. 

 

Figure 34. DOT two-phase decision process (Virginia Department of Transportation, 2008). 

Example of PMS Decision Process with TSD-Derived Structural Condition 

This section presents an example of how the structural condition will affect the triggered 
maintenance category at the network-level analysis for the tested I-81 section in Virginia. The 
approach is based on the CCI recommended treatment used by VDOT. It should be noted that in 
the actual VDOT decision process, the different distresses—e.g. cracking, rutting, etc.—are used 
to trigger the maintenance category and the CCI is used as an additional filter. Here the process is 
simplified for a clearer exposition. Figure 35 shows the maintenance categories as a function of 
CCI for the different road systems used by VDOT. This example uses I-81 and therefore the 
triggered categories for the interstate road system are used. The different treatment categories are 
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codified with a numerical value as follows: DN = 1, PM = 2, CM = 3, RM = 4, and RC = 5. After 
the triggered maintenance category is obtained from the CCI, the structural condition information 
is used to potentially bump up the triggered maintenance category. The structural condition 
information used is the one obtained from the SCI300 with thresholds determined from Table 2. 
The approach to bump up the triggered maintenance category is as follows: if all the SCI300 
measurements in the pavement section have good structural condition, keep the maintenance 
category triggered by the CCI with a maximum category of 3; if there are SCI300 measurements 
within the pavement section that are classified as fair, bump up the maintenance category 
triggered by the CCI by one not to exceed a maintenance category of 5; if there are SCI300 
measurements within the pavement section that are classified as poor, bump up the maintenance 
category triggered by the CCI by two not to exceed a maintenance category of 5 and a minimum 
category of 4. In total there are 747 0.1-mile sections tested in I-81.  

The triggered maintenance categories obtained before and after taking into account the structural 
condition are shown in Figure 36. Of the 747 sections, 66 (8.8%) had the triggered maintenance 
category bumped up; 50 by one, and 16 by 2. The total number of sections in each maintenance 
category before and after incorporating the structural condition are DN 384 before, 345 after; PM: 
338 before, 347 after; CM: 6 before, 25 after; RM: 14 before, 23 after; RC: 5 before, 7 after. The 
number of sections in the DN categories decreased, while the number of sections in all other 
categories increased. Again, this example is simplified, and other factors such as traffic level and 
pavement age can be considered (as is done by VDOT). It is expected that different state highway 
agencies will tailor their approach for their specific needs. 

 

Figure 35. Maintenance activities for each road system (from Chowdhury, 2008). 
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Figure 36. Triggered maintenance category before and after structural condition 
consideration. 

CONCLUSION 

This report summarizes the results of TSD testing performed in Virginia. The report focuses on 
answering the following important questions:  

1. What is the TSD and what does it measure?  
2. What is the structural condition of the tested roads?  
3. How repeatable are TSD measurements?  
4. How do TSD measurements compare with FWD? 
5. How do TSD measurements compare with PMS data? 
6. How can we use the information obtained from TSD measurements?  
7. How can we incorporate TSD measurements into a PMS? 

A summary of the answers to these questions follows. 

1. What is the TSD and what does it measure? The TSD is an articulated truck with a 
loaded rear-axle that can measure the pavement structural condition at or near the traffic 
speed. Unlike the FWD, the TSD is a moving device (the FWD is stationary) and 
measures the deflection slope (the FWD measures the deflection) from which the 
deflections can be indirectly calculated. 

2. What is the structural condition of the tested roads? Most tested roads had a structural 
condition classified as good. Most Fair and Poor condition were observed in secondary 
roads especially in the secondary roads tested near Petersburg. The structural condition of 
the tested roads was summarized in box plots showing the median, 50% range, and 90% 
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range of SCI300. These give a quick overview of the pavement condition. Color coded 
Google Earth figures for pavements estimated to be in Good, Fair, and Poor conditions are 
also provided showing the overall pavement condition of the tested roads. 

3. How repeatable are TSD measurements? Repeated TSD measurements on U.S. 29 
followed similar trends for SCI300. There was, however, some difference with the first set 
of measurements having slightly larger SCI300 values.  

4. How do TSD measurements compare with FWD data? TSD measurements were 
compared with FWD measurements on I-81 and I-95. Both sets of measurements followed 
the same trends. The comparison between the two tests was limited to trends, because of 
expected difference in measurements due to the difference in loading configuration, and 
tested time and temperature. In terms of identifying the same weak sections, agreement 
between TSD measurements and FWD measurements was found to be reasonable and 
even better than the agreement between two different sets of FWD measurements.  

5. How do TSD measurements compare with PMS data? Comparing TSD data with the 
surface condition (AC cracking, LDR, and CCI) obtained from the PMS data found that 
for each of the three tested interstate roads, the structural condition is not highly correlated 
with surface condition. However, comparing I-95 data with I-81 data in general, I-81 
which was in a better structural condition (lower SCI), experienced lower fatigue cracking 
than I-95. This points to the fact that structural condition affects the development of 
fatigue cracking however, the observed surface cracking (or surface distress in general) is 
not a good predictor of pavement structural condition. A similar observation was made 
between TSD estimated structural number and LDR. 

6. How can we use the information obtained from TSD measurements? TSD 
measurement information can help to better manage pavement sections. TSD 
measurements was used to identify strong and weak sections. The comparison with the 
FWD showed that identified weak and strong sections are compatible with FWD-
identified sections. Furthermore, TSD measurements clearly identified tested bridges as 
strong pavement sections, as would be expected. An approach to estimate the remaining 
fatigue life of the pavement based on estimated temperature-corrected strains using the 
method developed by Rada et al. (2016) was also illustrated. 

7. How can we incorporate TSD measurements into a PMS? VDOT already uses 
structural information obtained from FWD measurements in two-stage PMS approach. In 
the first stage, the triggered maintenance category in the PMS is based on surface 
condition. In the second stage, the triggered maintenance category is combined with 
structural condition information to determine the final recommended maintenance 
category. An example of the two-stage approach on 741 0.1-mile sections on I-81 is 
presented, and a total of 66 sections had the final suggested maintenance category bumped 
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up from the original triggered maintenance category based solely on pavement surface 
condition.  
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